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A Christmas Carol 
By Charles Dickens

Marley’s Ghost | The First of the Three Spirits | The Second of the Three Spirits

Interval

The Last of the Three Spirits | The End of It

Cast and Crew

• Mrs Pinkington / Schoolmaster / Mrs 
Fezziwig / Ensemble: Jane Spencer

• Charles Dickens: Simon Hanna
• Ebenezer Scrooge: Steve Eddison
• Bob Cratchett / Party Musician: Tim 

Baron
• Fred Holywell / Dick Wilkins / 

Undertaker / Phantom: Daniel Smith
• Charity Collector / Guest  / Charwoman / 

Ensemble: Annie Herbert
• Charity Collector / Guest / Mrs Dilber / 

Ensemble: Hanna Pamplin
• Marley's Ghost / Old Joe: Phil Claxton
• Ghost of Christmas Past / Ghost of 

Christmas Yet To Come / Ensemble: 
Emma Parr

• Ebenezer Scrooge (young man) / Guest / 
Phantom / Ensemble: Elliott Dale-
Hughes

• Fred Holywell's Fiancé / Fan / Phantom /
Ensemble: Briony Harrison

• Belle / Phantom / Ensemble: Grace 
Fisher

• Belle's Husband / Guest / Caroline's 
Husband / Ensemble: Simon Naylor

• Mr Fezziwig / Business Man / Ensemble: 
Melvyn McCart

• Ghost of Christmas Present / Ensemble: 
Alex Wilson

• Mrs Cratchett / Party Musician / Ensemble: 
Carolyn Edwards

• Peter Cratchit: Stan Gripton
• Belinda Crachit: Saffron Mackey
• Martha Crachit: Josie Conduit
• Tiny Tim: Lowan Conduit
• Business Man / Caroline / Ensemble Lead: 

Rose Paxman
• Business Man / Party Musician / Ensemble /

Undertaker: David Ridley
• Voice: Kevin Jackson
• Snowballer / Voice: Martha O’Shea 
• Fred Holywell's Maid: Aileen Westoby
• Girl outside window / Snowballer: Hazel 

Brennan

• Director: Kevin Jackson
• Assistant Director / Lighting Design / 

Soundscapes: Harry Rowbotham

• Assistant Director /  Vocal Coach: 
Simon Hanna

• Stage Manager:  Aileen Westoby
• Stage Manager:  Robin Westoby
• Wardrobe: Alison Glentworth
• Wardrobe: Annie Herbert
• Wardrobe: Claire Healey 
• Digital Backdrops and Green Screen: 

Chris Webb
• Addditional Sound Recording: Duncan 

Parsons
• Set Design: Kevin Jackson 
• Set Design: Harry Rowbotham
• Set Build: Phil Claxton
• Set Build: Ian Kulman
• Set Build: Barry Worthington
• Musical Arrangement: Soapstone 

Dragon

Production Notes 
(*originally written in 2008)

Just about a year ago* I persuaded some Lower 
Sixth Formers (now Upper Sixth) that they would 
like to write, direct and stage a school play. Some 
of them had had acting experience, some of them 
had had none – each of them agreed to give it a go!

Dickens has an undeniably great reputation as a 
novelist, short story writer and journalist, 
however, he always fancied himself a dramatist and 
something of an actor too. Critics tend to agree 
that in spite of his prowess with prose, his powers 
failed him when it came to writing for the stage; his 
plays were melodramatic and a trifle trite. 
Paradoxically, the narrative in his novels is dramatic 
and this is probably why so many of his stories 
have been successfully transposed to stage and 
screen. We found it relatively easy to simply adapt 
the speeches of characters and, indeed “the 
Dickensian voice” to meet the demands of a stage 
play.

We made the deliberate choice to use the framing 
device of a non-Dickensian character, Miss 
Pinkington, in order to keep Dickens’ narrative 
voice and because, in real life, Dickens gave vent to 
his frustrated desire to act through the reading of 
excerpts of his most famous novels. Arguably, it 
was the energy and passion with which he 
delivered these performances, and the sheer 
number of them, that drove him to an early grave. 
His motivation was his pathological fear of poverty 
and debt, something he had experienced as a child 
as the result of the profligate speculations of his 
father. 

As the production developed, Miss Pinkington 
became increasingly like Flora Finching a character 

from Little Dorrit and who was based on a Miss Maria 
Beadnell an ex-girlfriend of Dickens’ – so even the 
extra character is at least a little intertextual!
The setting of the play was never envisaged to be 
realistic; there is a famous image of Dickens sitting 
pensively and around him there appear the images of 
his most famous characters. We see our play as a 
playing out of the story he is telling Miss Pinkington’s 
guests. 

The rolling scenes is an idea lifted directly from the 
RSC’s production of Nicholas Nickleby – the use of 
urchins is an advertisement for the efficacy of child 
labour…

The above notes were for the Leicester Grammar 
School production of A Christmas Carol in 2009. I am 
so pleased that Harry and the cast and crew of The 
Lantern Theatre have decided to breathe new life into 
this ghost of Christmas past. I know that the original 
script was designed specifically for the needs of a 
school production and that adaptations have been 
necessary but it will be heartening to see a show that 
awakens so many happy memories. (In case he hasn’t 
mentioned it, Harry R played a splendid Scrooge!)

Best wishes to all
RWS Kidd

The wonderful script for our Christmas production 
was kindly provided by RWS Kidd and The Dilys 
Guite Players have made a donation to his chosen 
charity, LOROS, by way of thanks.

LOROS Hospice is a Leicester based charity and 
every year they care for over 2,500 people across 
Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland.

They provide free, high-quality, compassionate care 
and support to terminally ill adult patients, their family 
and carers. https://www.loros.co.uk
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Director: Kevin Jackson

Kevin began acting in 2010 performing The Laramie Project 
at the Crucible Summer School. He immediately knew 
theatre was for him and joined Carney Academy of 
Performing Arts, when it was created in 2010.

Kevin has performed with The DGP in Shakespeare: 
Method In The Madness, Love Labours Lost, Gasping, Seasons 
Greetings and The Cherry Orchard. As part of the Crucible's 
Sheffield People's Theatre he has appeared in Lives In Art 
and Sheffield Mysteries. He directed during  the 2012 New 
Writers Festival, assistant directed Straight and Narrow and 
directed Black Comedy, A Kick In The Baubles, Blithe Spirit 
and Comfort and Joy here at the Lantern. 

Kevin is thrilled to be directing again after devoting time 
to his role as Chair of the DGP charity.

A Message From Kevin

A Christmas Carol is one 
of those stories that 
never gets old.  There 
are so many versions out 
there and each one has 
its own charm; my 
personal favourites being 
A Muppet Christmas Carol 
and Scrooged.  When 
Harry [Rowbotham] and 
I first discussed a 
Christmas show it was a 
very different piece of 
theatre we’d been asked 

to direct. Originally we were looking at The Exorcism but, 
while a great play, it didn’t capture our imagination.  We 
both wanted to do a ghost story and A Christmas Carol 
was something that we’d first discussed around two years 
ago. The only thing standing in our way was the technical 
aspect. But as we said after we finished Comfort and Joy 
in December 2016, if we wait to feel ready technically, we 
could be waiting forever. So in April we decided to jump 
straight in and commit to it and find answers to the 
technical elements as we went along.

Within minutes of the discussion beginning we knew 
exactly what we wanted from the finished show.  What 
was exciting was realising that our ideas were so very 
similar.  We both envisaged it would be dark, close to the 
original novella and technically challenging. Harry already 
had the perfect script in mind so we set about planning 
how to bring our version to life on stage. 

The cast have been amazing.  The technical aspects, 
multiple roles, transitions and costume changes has been a 

lot to manage but they’ve done it beautifully. They arrived 
at auditions with most of their lines already committed to 
their minds which meant we could start to play with the 
setting and performances. As a directing team we couldn’t 
have asked for more. 

My appreciation and thanks to:
• the cast for their commitment and many 

hours they’ve spent working on this (a 
special mention to Mel and his family for 
letting us invade their home for 
rehearsals)

• Simon for the excellent vocal work and 
sheer knowledge of the piece which has 
brought so much to the end result

• Aileen and Robin who never cease to 
amaze me how they find and create so 
many fabulous props and where they go to 
get them

• Chris for bringing the technical elements 
that we desperately needed to make it 
work how we wanted and enabling young 
actors to be part of the production

• Cein and Soapstone Dragon Dragon for 
writing a piece of music for us and 
arranging the carols (plus a singing 
session) for everyone

• The entire crew for the many hours they’ve 
donated to the show which we musn’t forget 
is all charity work

Finally, to Harry - you’re a star my friend.  We’ve created 
several productions together now and you never cease to 
amaze me with what you’re capable of.  You’re a pleasure 
to work with, professional every step of the way and calm 
even when I’m shouting “HARRY!” from the auditorium. 

I hope you, the audience, enjoy the show and thanks for 
supporting this amazing team and the DGP.

Have a very merry Christmas, enjoy the holidays and best 
wishes for 2018!

Assistant Director: Harry Rowbotham

Having trained as a lighting and sound technician in 
Leicester, Harry worked on projects in a range of venues 
including the Century Theatre and Curve Studio's. After 
Joining the Lantern Theatre in 2013, Harry became the 
Lantern’s Technical Director and has overseen a large 
variety of productions on the Lantern Stage, including The 
Haunting, Blithe Spirit, Midsummer Night's Dream and, more 
recently, A Christmas Carol - which also represented 
Harry's directing debut. 

Image © Irene Cooper

A Message From Harry

When I pulled up 
outside a supermarket 
at the start of April, 
2017, and phoned 
Kevin Jackson - I could 
never have known that 
Christmas 2017 would 
be starting earlier than 
usual. Later that week 
actually, as work 
sourcing our script for 
A Christmas Carol 
began. Having donned 

the night-cap and candle-holder myself in a school play as 
Scrooge in 2012 [the script of which has been kindly lent 
to us for this very production], I could not turn down the 
opportunity to bring this unrelentingly festive tale to the 
Lantern Stage. However, as directing debuts go, this has 
been quite a challenge. So much so that this years 
Christmas production appears to represent the most 
technically challenging ever brought to the DGP Stage. 

Our desire to push the boundaries of what we could 
achieve in the space, and the deployment of skills and 
knowledge built up through years of productions have 
made this show something, I feel, really special - and 
something, I hope, fitting of the DGP's 60th anniversary 
Christmas production. 

Every year, starting on the first of December, I read that 
magical sentence: “Marley was dead, to begin with”. With 
that, Christmas is begun. This year, I have the honor, 
privilege, but also great responsibility of helping to bring 
that magic to life for, you, our audience. However, this 
would not have been possible without an army of people: 
from my fellow directors, back-stage crew and suppliers, 
to the front of house, bar-staff and (of course) the 
audience themselves - it has been a real joy to be part of 
this very special production. Crucially though, we asked 
the cast to buy into something very new for the Lantern: 
something challenging, abstract and complex. However, 
each and every one of them has bought into the spirit (pun 
intended) of A Christmas Carol, and then given it all their 
own, personal, touch, and for that, I cannot thank and 
commend them enough. 

As for the production - whether or not we have bitten off 
more than we can chew remains to be seen, but, 
regardless, I sincerely hope you enjoy the show, and would 
like to wish you and yours, a very, merry Christmas. 

Assistant Director: Simon Hanna 

Simon Hanna is a professional actor trained at East 15 
and has worked variously for the BBC, Granada and 
Thames / LWT. His most rewarding experience however 
was teaching underprivileged children in Ukraine, Russia 
and Uzbekistan. Simon is very passionate about sharing 
his experience with the Lantern in its role as a 
community theatre where all members, no matter what 
their background, are given the same opportunities to 
develop.

A Message From Simon

Dedicated to the memory of Kevin Potton 1964 -2017. A 
delightful Scrooge of a Christmas past… and as good an 
actor, as good a friend and as good a man as the good old 
city knew, or any other good old city, town or borough 
in the good old World.

Charity Collection This Evening

The Cathedral Archer Project (CAP) is a place where 
homeless people can change their lives for the better.

They believe life should be rewarding and enjoyable. 
Homelessness is neither of these.

The Archer Project is as a city centre venue where 
homeless people feel welcome. What started as tea and 
toast served by members of the Cathedral congregation 
has developed and expanded into a holistic service 
designed to help homeless people to improve their lives.

They think carefully about the best ways to help homeless 
people to lead fulfilling, stable and enjoyable lives.

Services include 1-1 support and signposting, provision of 
in-house nurse and dental clinics, and access to hot food 
and showers. They run a programme of activities to help 
people learn skills and enjoy new experiences and gain 
accreditation. They offer a structured volunteer 
programme to help people to grow their confidence and 
increase their employability. 

http://www.archerproject.org.uk
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The Dilys Guite Players would like to 
thank you, our audience members, for your 
continued support. For those of you who are 
visiting for the first time, we welcome you to 
our delightful theatre and look forward to 
seeing you throughout the seasons to come.

2017 has been a great year for the Lantern 
Theatre and The DGP. November marked 60 
years since our doors reopened, following 
the refurbishment of the venue by Dilys 
Guite and her group of friends. We have 
performed comedy, drama and new writing 
throughout 2017 and there’s plenty more to 
come in 2018.

If you would like to become a member, and 
take to the stage yourself, then please visit 
our new website for more information:
www.lanterntheatre.org.uk and click on The 
DGP. We hold workshop style auditions 
several times a year. This means you won’t 
have to prepare anything in advance and 
makes for a relaxed, fun atmosphere. You 
can also get involved backstage if being in the 
spotlight isn’t for you. Each production needs 
stage managers, wardrobe assistants and 
costume deisgners along with set builders / 
designers.  If you’d like to be the person 
lighting the stage and creating the sound then 
that’s avaiable too. For any questions please 
contact our creative team at: 
dgpcreative@lanterntheatre.org.uk

The Lantern is Sheffield’s oldest surviving 
theatre. At over 120 years old, and as a grade 

II listed building, it is a vital and unique part of 
Sheffield’s heritage. There aren’t many 
theatres quite like it. With only 84 seats it is 
an intimate and atmospheric space.
At The Lantern, we look to engage at a local 
and national level to foster a deep and 
diverse appreciation of creativity and 
performance.

The DGP produces up to eleven shows a 
year, and our annual New Writing Festival is 
a fantastic opportunity for writers to get 
their work performed on stage. The Lantern 
is passionate about high quality theatre, and is 
an exciting venue for select local theatre 
groups and touring companies.

Volunteering 
Volunteers are essential to us. Our 
wonderful team is made up of both Dilys 
Guite Players (DGP) and non DGP members.

They take on a variety of roles in the front of 
house covering bar, box office and house 
management. In addition, DGP members are 
able to volunteer on stage and behind the 
scenes as actors, directors, stage managers 
and all other aspects of a theatrical 
production. Please visit our website if you 
wish to become a volunteer:
www.lanterntheatre.org.uk and click on Get 
Involved.

The Dilys Guite Players Limited is a 
community theatre group and a registered 
charity no. 222587.

Lighting and special effects by TJ Lighting Solutions
Stage and Event Lighting. Special Effects and Technical Services

Theatre | Weddings | Parties | Special Occasions
Tel: 0844 997 0575 | 07748 530073

www.tjlightingsolutions.co.uk
Providing you with the ‘light’ solution!

Special thanks to Angela Platts and The Crucible Theatre Wardrobe Department for their 
hire services and costume advice.


